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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0534261A2] The invention relates to a blind for a (glass) area, which is possibly to be shaded, in particular a non-rectangular area, with
a hanging which in its shape corresponds essentially to the shape of the (glass) area, can be held on its first edge on a first holding means in the
form of a stationary rail or the like, is fastened on a second edge lying essentially opposite the first edge to a second holding means in the form of a
movable rail or the like which can be held detachably in position (at least) in the closed blind position, and which is guided on a first strand-shaped
flexible guide means in the form of a cord, a tension wire, cable or the like, which runs between the first holding means and a stationary third rail
or the like through the movable second holding means, as well as on a further strand-shaped flexible guide means, a first guide means, which is
pretensioned by a (first) spring and can be held in a tensioned manner by the (first) spring in any position of the movable second holding means,
running (with its strands) adjacently to the longitudinal edges of the hanging, and the second guide means, which is pretensioned by a second
spring, running between the strands of the first guide means, and the strands of one guide means, which is in frictional engagement with the second
holding means, intersecting in the region of the second holding means and being guided from one of its end sections to the other, from which they
run in each case to the third rail or the like, the first guide means being in frictional engagement with the second holding means. <IMAGE>
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